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 SOLUTION
S Wireless Sensor

Monitoring

Streamline Aquatic
Operations and Enhance
Performance with T2U's IoT
Monitoring Platform

Feature packed
IoT Platform 

Cloud connectivity made simple and
affordable with unlimited applications

Contact us for more information!

LoRaWAN is a cutting-edge, wireless
network that boasts extremely long-
ranges with low power and data
requirements. A single internet connected
LoRaWAN gateway can connect hundreds
of sensors to the cloud!

Telemetry2U provides a comprehensive
suite of plug-and-play products and
services that leverages the power of
LoRaWAN for various applications.

Diverse sensor compatibility unlocks

unlimited potential IoT applications

Real-Time Dashboards and Charts

Accessible on Any Connected Device

Email, SMS, and Voice Notifications

Detailed Audit Reports

99.9% Up-Time Cloud Storage

APIs Integration with 3rd Party Software

Trigger Commands Based on Sensor

Inputs to Automate Tasks

Schedule Time Based Commands
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 Visualise Data on any
Connected Device

Solar Powered Options
for Remote monitoring

Sensors for Cloud Based
Aquaculture Applications

Unlock the full potential of your connected
devices with Telemetry2U (T2U) - the
ultimate IoT platform! Experience the
power of cloud-based accessibility, with
real-time data visualisation and control
options at your fingertips, no matter
where you are or what device you use.
Transform the way you manage your
assets with T2U's customisable
dashboards and in-depth historical data
analysis. Gain valuable insights into
performance and optimize for peak
efficiency.

No matter which parameter you're
tracking, T2U can bring your data - in real
time - onto the cloud. We already host
working applications with big brands like
In-Situ, Hach, Seabird Scientific and Pro-
Oceanus. That means live tracking of all
your important parameters, such as: 

Temperature, Conductivity & Salinity 
Dissolved Oxygen & Saturation
pH, ORP & Nutrients (N02, NO3, NH3, etc.)
CO2, 02 & Total Dissolved Gasses (TDG)
PAR & Turbidity
Pressure & Depth
And many more

Our team has in house expertise to help
connect just about any sensor to the cloud.

Our Solar Powered Sensor Interface Kit is
engineered for quick and easy installation,
and is perfect for sensors with higher power
needs. It comes equipped with a 20W solar
panel and an IP67-rated enclosure with a
12V 7Ah SLA battery for great performance
and reliability. Choose from a variety of
communication options including LoRaWAN,
LTE, or NB-IoT to best suit your requirements.
An effortless and sustainable solution for
your sensor needs.


